**Oxford Win Boat Race**

_Oxford Now Have 44 Wins: Cambridge 53_

_LONDON, March 29._

Oxford University coasted all the way to a thrilling victory over Cambridge in their 86th annual boat race on the Thames yesterday. For the first time since 1929 Oxford were able to celebrate the 44th race in a winning position.

Carlton Lose To Everton

_Arrow, Stanley. 53.4.2. 3.4.2. 3.4.2. 3.4.2._


Attacker: C. Thomas.

In Division Two the match was undoubtedly the best ever seen in the competition. The eventual victors, Carlton, are composed of the finest rowers of the day and they produced a display of athletics and tactics which will go down in history as one of the finest to be seen in the course of the competition.

**First Victory: Collides With Fishing Boat**

_Johnny Weidenschiller over fell tree._

Olive Blossom Scores

_First Victory: Collides With Fishing Boat_

_Oxford Win Boat Race_

**A.A.A. INTER-CLUB CYCLE & ATHLETIC SPORTS MEETING**

**Amesbury**

**Thursday, April 17th.**

**FLUORINE**

_Fluorine is the element of the periodic table with the atomic number 9. It is a highly reactive nonmetal that exists in its elemental form as a diatomic molecule, F₂._

**CONCRETE PRODUCTS LTD.**

_Duodenal Ulcers, Ulcerated Piles, Fissures, Eczema, Diathesis._

**BY B.O.A.C.**

**FREIGHT**

_Lighter Packing · Increased Markets _

**FLY YOUR**

_Often Cheaper · Always Faster_